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Abstract 
Given n demand points in the plane, the circle connecting problem (CCP) is to locate n circles in the 
plane, each with its center in a demand point, and determine the radius of each circle such that the 
corresponding undirected graph G = (V,E), in which a vertex ri in V stands for the point p, and an 
edge (vi. uj) in E if and only if pi and pj are located within the circle of each other, is connected, and 
the sum of the radii of these n circles is minimal. The constrained circle connecting problem is similar 
to the CCP except that the points are given in a plane with a set of obstacles and an edge (a,, u,) in E if 
and only if pl and pj are located within the circle of each other and no obstacles exist between them. 
In this paper, we show that both these geometric problems are NP-hard. An O(nlogn) time 
divide-and-conquer approximation algorithm that produces a solution no greater than twice an 
optimal one is also proposed for the two problems. Experimental results show that in the average 
case the approximate solution is close to the optimal solution. 
Keywords. Approximation algorithm, computational geometry, connectivity, divide-and-conquer, 
geometric location problem, NP-hardness. 
1. Introduction 
An undirected graph G = (V, E) consists of a set V of vertices and a set E of 
undirected edges. An undirected graph is connected if and only if for each pair of 
vertices, there exists an undirected path between them. A digraph 6 = (V, i) consists 
of a set V of vertices and a set E^ of directed edges. A digraph 6 is strongly connected if 
for each ordered pair of vertices Vi and Uj, there exists a directed path from vi to Uj. 
Let N = (pr ,pz, . . . ,p,,} be a set of PI points in the plane with or without obstacles, 
and R(N) = [r,, r2, . . . , Y,,] be a radii vector of real numbers such that the circle with 
its center in point pi has a radius of ri. Let the Euclidean distance between points pi 
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and Pj be denoted as dij. Let G(R(N)) = (V,E) be the undirected graph in which 
a vertex q stands for a point pi and an edge (_Vi, Uj) in E if and only if no obstacles exist 
between pi and pj and dij I min {ri, rj}. Let G(R(N)) = (V, .I?) be the digraph in which 
a vertex vi stands for a point pi and a directed edge (Ui,Uj) in E^ if and only if no 
obstacles exist between pi and pj and dij I ri. Let the radii cost of a radii vector R(N) 
be denotedas rc(R(N)) = Cri. A radii vector R(N) is denoted as R,(N) (or R,,(N)) if 
G(R(N)) (G(R(N))) is connected (strongly connected). Let R,*(N) (R,*,(N)) be an 
optimal radii vector such that rc(Rz(N)) (rc(R,*,(N))) is minimal. 
In this paper, we shall discuss the following two circle location problems: 
Circle connecting problem (CCP). Given a set N = {pi, p2, . . . , pn} of n points in the 
plane without obstacles, find an optimal radii vector R:(N). 
Constrained circle connecting problem (CCCP). Given a set N = {pl ,p2, . . . ,p,,} of 
n points in the plane with a set of obstacles (such as polygons, line segments), find an 
optimal radii vector RF(N). 
For illustration, consider a set N of six points in the plane as shown in Fig. l(a). Let 
the number at each edge denote its length. Then the graph in Fig. l(a) is the 
corresponding connected graph of a radii vector [8,13,13,8,7,7] with a radii-cost of 
56. That is, the radius of each of the circles with centers pl, p2, p3, p4, p5, and p6 is 
8,13,13,8,7, and 7 respectively. In this example, the optimal radii vector RF(N) 
= [8,13,13,8,3,3] which produces a connected graph shown in Fig. l(b) with a radii- 
cost of 46. It is interesting that the optimal solution for the CCP (and CCCP) may not 
be a minimal cost spanning tree. 
Two related problems: circle strongly connecting problem (CSCP) and constrained 
circle strongly connecting problem (CCSCP), which are similar to the CCP and CCCP 
respectively except that an optimal radii vector R,*,(N) is to be found, had been 
investigated in [6]. It is shown that both the CSCP and CCSCP are NP-hard. 
A,@)=[& 13,13,8,7,7] $NJ=[8,13,13,8,3,3] 
((I) A set N of 6 points in the plane 0,’ G@;(N)) 
Fig. 1 
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Moreover, an O(nlog n) time approximation algorithm, which produces a bidirec- 
tional version of a minimal cost spanning tree and obtains a solution no greater than 
twice the optimal one, had also been proposed. 
In this paper, we shall show that both the CCP and CCCP are NP-hard. An 
O(n log n) time divide-and-conquer approximation algorithm for the CCP and CCCP, 
which finds a solution no greater than twice the optimal solution, is also proposed. 
Experimental results show that in the average case the approximate solutions are 
close to the optimal solutions. 
2. Complexity analysis 
In this section we shall first show that the CCP is NP-hard. The reduction is from 
the 3-satisfiability problem [4]. The techniques used in the reduction are based on the 
concept proposed by Megiddo and Supowit [9]. This reduction method also had been 
applied to show the NP-hardness of some geometrical problems [3,6,10,13,16]. We 
use the following theorem to show the NP-hardness of the CCP. 
Theorem 2.1. Given a set N of n points in the plane and a positive real p, the problem of 
determining whether there exists a radii vector R,(N) such that rc(R,(N)) I p is 
NP-hard. 
Proof. Formally, given a boolean expression 
E=E,AE~A ... AE,,,, 
where Ej = xj v yj v zj ({xj,yj,zj> L {uI ,U,, u2,Uz, . . . , uq, ii,}), the 3-satisfiability 
problem is to decide whether there exists an assignment A E (ui, J1, u2, I&, . . . , uq, II,} 
such that 
and 
An {xjtYj,zj} Z 8 (j = l32, ...,m), 
lAn{Ui,ui}l = 1 (i= 1,2,...,q). 
In the reduction from 3-satisfiability to this problem, each variable Ui (i = 
1,2, . . , q) will be represented by a circuit Ci of vertices in the plane. The clauses Ej 
(j = 1,2, . . . ,m) are represented by clause conjigurations which determine how the 
different circuits meet each other. Circuits must cross each other without interfering 
with each other’s properties; this requires that we design junctions carefully. As we 
shall show later, each circuit will be connected by itself and a gateway is designed to 
connect the q circuits. A schematic view of the circuits and their relations to the clause 
configurations and gateway is shown in Fig. 2. 
We now describe the four components in more details. For each variable Ui, we use 
a set Ni of vertices {vi, vi, . . . , vii, sb, si, . . . ,s&,,~} to represent it; where ni is even, 
vi = vki and sb = simi. The values of ni and mi depend on the position of the circuit Ci 
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in the whole structure and the number of branches involved in Ci. A vertex ui is called 
an even or odd vertex depending on whether k is even or odd, and a vertex S; is called 
a switch vertex. These vertices are organized as ties and switches as shown in Fig. 3. 
Each tie t& consists of two vertices vi and vi + 1, where k is even and the distance 
between them is 
d(v:,v;+l) = /?. 
Let the edge of each tie be called tie edge. The distance between two neighboring ties is 
d(v;, v t+,) = d(v6 +l,vt+J) = Y > B. 
Each switch SW: consists of two ties tLlz, tf,,+2J,2 and two switch vertices s&, s&+ 1; 
where h is even and 
d(vj,+l,vi+Z) = $w, where w = (y - jI)/2. 
Ties are organized into a set of tracks. A track is called a horizontal or vertical track 
depending on whether the contained ties are placed as a horizontal or vertical line. 
The vertices are arranged in such a way that if a track is a horizontal (vertical) one 
then the outer (inner) vertices of that track are even vertices. The switch vertices are 
used to enforce the switching of solid line and dashed line in a switch. A circuit Ci 
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consists of a set of mi ordered tracks and switches (trb, SW$,, tri,, SW:, . . , trf,,,, swi,}, 
where tub = tr’ ,,,, , SW; = SW:, If g is even then tri is a horizontal track; otherwise, tre is 
a vertical track. For each pair of neighboring tracks tri and tri + 1, a switch swi is used 9 
to connect them. For illustration, a circuit that contains two horizontal tracks, two 
vertical tracks, and four switches is shown in Fig. 4. 
For simplicity, we use a 3-tuple radii vector R(N,) = [re, r,, r,] to denote the radius 
of each of the circles to be located in even vertices, odd vertices, and switch vertices, 
respectively. Then there are two optimal radii vectors for Ni. That is, either 
Rr(Ni) = CY, B, ~1 or RZ(Ni) = CB, ~3 ~1. 
In the former (latter) case, graph G(R,*(Ni)) will contain all the tie edges and solid 
(dashed) edges, as shown in Fig. 4. We note that in both cases, rc(R,*(Ni)) 
= ((y + P)ni/2 + 2ymi). In the reduction, the former case will correspond to the 
assignment of “true” to Ui and the latter case to the assignment of “false” to Ui. 
In the reduction, each clause Ej = xj v yj v Zj is represented by a clause configura- 
tion that contains three different circuits and a subset of the 19 vertices shown in 
Fig. 5. Let the symbol at each edge denote its length and cp < rl/. Without losing 
generality, assume that xj E { Ui, Ui ), yj E { ub, ii,,}, and zj E { uk, z&}. The vertices selected 
in a clause configuration depend on the value of the three literals. Table 1 shows the 
selected vertices for each of the eight possible cases. 
Let Mj denote the set of selected vertices for clause Ej and let 
Ui = 
Xj = Ui 
Xj = q’ 
Yj = Ub 
Yj= ub’ 
k 
uh> 
vk = 
zj = Uk 
‘J~+T, zj = lik’ 
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The vertices V) and or+ ,, for example, are in tracks of ti and ti+r of circuit Ci 
respectively; wherefand k are even. There is only one optimal radii vector for Mj, that 
is, RZ(Mj) = [II/, $, . . . , $1. The value of rc(R,*(Mj)) for each of the eight possible 
clause configurations is also given in Table 1. We note that graph G(RF(M,)) is 
a spanning tree. Now, in order to connect G(RF(Mj)) to G(RF(Ni)), G(RX(N,)), or 
G(RF(N,)), we can increase the radius of one specified circle located in Ci, Cb, or Ck. 
For minimizing the increment, at least one of the three circles with centers in vi, vb, and 
vk must have a radius of y and is increased to $. Therefore, the minimal radii-cost that 
must be used to connect all the m clause configurations is EYE 1 (rc(Rr (Mj)) + $ - y). 
As we can see in Fig. 2, the circuits may cross each other and each intersection 
produces four cross points. In order to prevent the interference, we introduce junc- 
tions, one for each cross point. For simplicity, let the vertical track and horizontal 
track of a junction belong to circuit Ci and circuit Cj, respectively. The junction is 
designed in such a way that no edges can exist between G(R,*(Ni)) and G(Rf(Nj)). TO 
do this, four ties of the vertical track are replaced by eight vertices vk, 1 I k I 8, as 
shown in Fig. 6. Let the number at each edge denote its length. We note that the 
switches of each circuit are designed carefully (y = o + 2/I) such that the parts of the 
circuits are intersecting each other at the “junctions” in the right positions as shown in 
Fig. 6. The eight vertices are used to guarantee that no edges between Ci and Cj can 
exist. Without loss of generality, assume that the left vertices of the vertical track are 
even vertices. The four vertices ok, 1 I k I 4, are used to enforce the fact that each of 
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Table 1 
Added vertices for clause Ej = xj v JJj v zj 
xj 
Ui 
Ui 
ui 
4 
ui 
4 
Iii 
iii 
Selected vertices 
1&4,10~14,19 
1-4, lo-13,15-19 
l-4,6-9,1 l-14, 19 
l-4,6-9,15-19 
5-8, lo-14,19 
5-8, 10-13, 15-19 
5-9, ll-14,19 
5-9,15-19 
the circles with centers in the eight vertices must have a radius of 5y which produces 
four edges ek, 1 < k 5 4. Then the other four vertices vk, 5 5 k < 8, are used to enforce 
the fact that in order to connect these edges to the vertical track by using a minimal 
radii-cost, the radius of each of the circles with centers in vertices vi, v: + 1, vi + 1 o and 
vi + r 1 should be either (57, p, 5y, /I) or (/I, 5y, /I, 57) depending on whether ni is assigned 
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to be true or false. Although some of the circles, each having a radius of 5y, cover the 
vertices of Cj, circles with centers in vertices of Cj will never cover that of Ci. 
Therefore, no edges between Ci and Cj can exist. As a consequence, no matter how 
variables Ui and Uj are assigned, true or false, at least an additional radii-cost of 
(lO(5y) - 2~ - 4(y + /?)) = (44~ - 48) must be used in each junction. 
It should be noted that G(R,*(Ni)) will contain a cycle of edges with length y (except 
that in switches and vertical tracks of junctions) when Rr(N,) = [y,/?y] or [p,y,y]. 
Moreover, the value of rc(R,*(Ni)) cannot be decreased by deleting any edge in the 
cycle. It is clear that this is true for any edge with length y since each of its neighboring 
two edges also has a length of y (for the edges connected to a switch, the switch vertices 
will enforce this to be true). Now, consider the edge connects vertices vi and vi+ i0 (or 
vi + 1 and r_$ + 1 1) in a junction with length 5~. Since the added eight vertices enforce the 
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fact that the radius of each of circles with centers in V: and vi+ iO (or u:+ 1 and uL+ 1 1) 
must be 5y, this edge will never be deleted. Therefore, no edges in the cycle of a circuit 
ci, i = 1,2 )...) q, can be deleted to save some radii-cost. 
Since no edges exist among G(R,*(Ni)), i = 1,2,. , q, the q circuits are not connec- 
ted. In order to connect these q isolated circuits, a gateway containing a set W of 
61q - 59 vertices is added at the top of the q circuits as shown in Fig. 7. Let the 
number at each edge denote its length. There is only one optimal radii vector for IV, 
that is, R,*( IV) = [y, y, . . . , y] with a radii-cost of (61q - 59)~. It is clear that there exist 
two edges between graphs G(R,*(Ni)) and G(R,*(W)), for i = 1,2, . . . , q; therefore, the 
circuits are connected through the gateway. 
So far we have introduced the method to construct the corresponding instance of 
the CCP from a given instance of the 3-satisfiability problem. In the reduction we used 
several distance variables and we have to choose a suitable value for each of the 
following variables: 
y = 2w + p, (Al) 
* = 2Y - W, (A2) 
cp = (3Y + P)/2> (A3) 
$ ‘Y? (A4) 
and 
* ‘cp. (A5) 
A solution to the above equations with relatively small values is the following: 
‘/= 18, 
a = 4, 
0 = 7, 
* = 35, 
Fig. 7 
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and 
cp = 29. 
Let us denote the number of junctions by J. Let N be a set of n constructed vertices 
in the plane and p be a positive real number; where 
n = i (ni + 2mi) + t IMjl + (61q - 59), 
i=l j=l 
p = i ((y + P)ni/2 + 2ymi) + f (rC(R,*(Mj)) + $ - Y) 
i=l j=l 
+ J(44y - 48) + (61q - 59)~. 
We claim that E is satisfiable if and only if there exists a radii vector R,(N) such that 
rc(R0)) I P. 
Assume that E is satisfied by a truth assignment r. First, for i = 1,2, . . . ,q, if 
r contains Ui, then we let R,*(N,) = [~,fi,r]; if r contains I&, then we let 
Rr(Ni) = [/?,r,~]. This introduces a radii-cost of x9= 1 ((7 + B)ni/2 + 2ymi). Second, 
for junctions we need to produce the edges shown in Fig. 6. This needs an additional 
radii-cost of J (44~ - 48). Third, for the gateway, let Rf ( W) = [y, y, . . . , y] and a radii- 
cost of (61q - 59)~ must be used. Finally, consider the clause configurations part. For 
any clause Ej = Xj v yj v zj, j = 1,2, . . . , m, since at least one of the literals xj, yj, and 
Zj is true, at least one of the circles with centers in the three VertiCes {Di, f.+,, vk} must 
have a radius of y. Therefore, we can adjust the radius of the circle from y to $ to 
connect G(R,*(Mj)); where RF(M,) = [t,b, rl/, . . . , $1. This needs a radii-cost of 
Cj”= 1 (rC(RZ(Mj)) + $ - Y) f or all clause configurations. This is a way of finding 
a radii vector R,(N) such that rc(R,(N)) I p. 
To prove the converse, let R,(N) be a radii vector such that rc(R,(N)) < p. Since 
clause configurations, junctions, and the gateway must contribute at least a radii-cost 
of I;= 1 (rC(R,*(Mj)) + $ - Y), J(44~ - 481, and (61q - 59)~ respectively, each circuit 
Ci, i= 1,2 ,..., q, can contribute at most a radii-cost of (y + B)ni/2 + 2ym,. This 
implies that for each circuit Ci, i = 1,2, . . . , q, we must find a radii vector R,(Ni) such 
that rc(R,(Ni)) I (y + /I)42 + 2ymi. There are only two different ways to achieve 
this, namely, either R,(Ni) = [y, b, y] or R,(Ni) = [/II, y, y]. Let US include Ui (Ui) in an 
assignment A for the former (latter) case. NOW, for any clause Ej = Xj v Yj v Zj, 
j = 1,2,..., m, in order to connect G(R,*(Mj)) to G(R,*(Ni)), G(Rz(N,)), or C(R,*(Nk)) 
by using an additional radii-cost of $ - y, at least one of the three circles with centers 
in vi, vb, and ok must have a radius of y. This implies that at least one of the Xj, Yj, and 
Zj is true and hence Ej is true. Therefore E is satisfied. 
It can be observed that in the reduction, ni and mi are bounded by qm to a constant 
factor, and the coordinates of all the vertices can be computed in polynomial time. 
Therefore, the CCP is NP-hard. 0 
Corollary 2.2. The CCCP is NP-hard. 
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Proof. Since the CCP is a special case of the CCCP, the CCCP is NP-hard immedi- 
ately. 0 
3. A divide-and-conquer approximation algorithm 
The approximation algorithm for the CCP and CCCP is to find a radii vector R(N) 
such that G@(N)) contains a minimal cost spanning tree MST(N) and rc(R(N)) is 
minimized. In other words, we shall find an MST(N) of N such that rc(R,(N)) 
is minimized; where R,(N) = [r,, r2, . , m]; Ti = max {dij 1 eij E MST(N)}. Let such an 
MST(N) be denoted as MST*(N). We note that G(Rd(N)) may or may not contain an 
MST(N). 
The approximation algorithm uses a divide-and-conquer approach to find the 
MST*(N). First, we use a straight line 1 to divide the points into roughly equal sized 
sets NL and NR. Then we construct MST*(N,) and MST*(NR) respectively. The next 
step is to merge MST*(N,) and MST*(N,) into MST*(N). The divide-and-conquer 
algorithm proposed in [l] to find an MST(N) of a set N of n points in a plane can be 
modified to achieve this. Generally, the algorithm proposed in [l] first finds MST(N,) 
and MST(N,) recursively. Then in the merging step, the Delaunay edges between 
MST(NJ and MST(NR) are found by using the algorithm proposed by Lee and 
Schachter [7] and are added into MST(NL) and MST(NR) one by one from bottom to 
top. If a cycle is formed, the longest edge in the cycle is deleted. To find the MST*(N), 
the merging step should be handled carefully. Thus, when a cycle is formed and the 
number of longest edges is greater than one, the longest edge to be deleted should be 
selected carefully. To do this, some important information have to be kept for each 
point and each edge as described below. 
We note that in an MST(N), the maximum number of edges incident to each point 
is six [12]. Let A[i,6] be a sorted array such that A [i, l] 2 A[i, 21 2 ... 2 A[i,6]; 
where A [i, k] is the cost of the kth longest edge (if any) incident to point pi. Assume 
that an edge eij is to be deleted from MST(N). Then the amount of decreased 
radii-cost for such a deletion can be denoted as 6ij =f(dij - A[i, 23) 
+ f(dij - A [j, 21); where 
f(x) = 1 x, x ’ 0, 0, x I 0. 
Thus, when a cycle is formed in the merging step, the edge to be deleted is one of the 
longest edges in the cycle with a maximum value Of 6ij. After the MST*(N) is found we 
let R,(N) = [rl,r2, . . , r,]; where r’i = A [i 11. 
The merging step of the approximation algorithm takes O(n) time. We note that in 
the merging step, some edges will be inserted and some of them will be deleted. Thus, 
the sorted array A [i, 61, 1 I i I n, had to be maintained in the merging step. Fortu- 
nately, each of the insert and delete operations can be finished in constant time. As 
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a result, the time used to process the inserting or deleting of an edge is in the same 
order of that used in the algorithm proposed in [l], which is O(n). Therefore, the time 
complexity of the proposed approximation algorithm is O(n log n). 
Theorem 3.1. The approximation algorithm produces an MST*(N). 
Proof. It is clear that the approximation algorithm produces an MST(N) [l, The- 
orem 11. Assume that the produced MST(N) is not an MST*(N). Then we can find an 
edge ekmE MST*(N), ekm# MST(N) such that MST(N) + {ek,,,} contains a cycle and 
ekm is one of the longest edges in the cycle. Furthermore, &,, - 6ij > 0, for some 
longest edge eij in that cycle. However, if this is true, the edge ekm will be deleted in the 
merging step and ekm# MST*(N). This is a contradiction. Therefore, the approxima- 
tion algorithm produces an MST*(N). 0 
We note that the approximation algorithm finds an MST*(N) of a set N of n points 
in the plane without obstacles. With obstacles, the same idea can be applied to each of 
the O(n log n) algorithms proposed in [2,8,12,15]. 
Let G(R,(N)) = (V,E) and G(Rz(N)) = (V,E*); where R,(N) is the radii vector 
found by the approximation algorithm and RF(N) is an optimal radii vector. Let 
S = { cij 1 edge cij E E, eij 4 E * > and d = C Cdij 1 eij E S }. Then we have the following 
theorem: 
Theorem 3.2. rc(R,(N)) - rc(R,*(N)) I 2d and rc(R,(N))/rc(Rr(N)) I 2. Further- 
more, there exists afamily of examplesfor which the bound can be approached arbitrarily 
closely. 
Proof. We note that for each edge eijE S, G(R,*(N)) + {eij} contains a cycle and eij is 
not the longest edge in the cycle. Let e$E G(R,*(N)) be the corresponding longest edge 
in the cycle produced by adding edge eij. Then dij I d$. Let S* = {et 1 eijES} and 
d* = x{d$Ie$ES*). Then we have 
d I d*. W) 
Let R;(N) = [r;,r;, . ,I$,]; where r: = max{d,,Iedge e,,EG(Rr(N)) - S* + S>. 
Let G(R:(N)) = (V,E’). Let ET = {eik 1 eik EE*} and Ei = (eik I eik EE’) be the set of 
edges incident to point pi in E* and E’, respectively. Then all the given points can be 
divided into four disjoint sets: 
and 
V~=(p,IE,*nS*=8,E~nS=~), 
V’z = {pi I ET n S* # 0, Ef n S = S}, 
V3={pj)Ej*nS*#~,ElnS#~}, 
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For each point pm in VI, none of its incident edges in E * belongs to S * and none of 
its incident edges in E’ belongs to S. Thus, rk = r$ and we have 
Crh - Crz = 0. (B2) 
For each point pi in V,, at least one of its incident edges in E * belongs to S* (will be 
deleted in E ‘) but none of its incident edges in E’ belongs to S. That is, r; I rf and we have 
Cri - Cri* I 0. (B3) 
For each point pj in V,, at least one of its incident edges in E* belongs to S* and at 
least one of its incident edges in E’ belongs to S. Since dij I di*j, we have r; < rj*. 
Therefore we get 
Cr; - CrT IO. (B4) 
Now, for each point pk in VA, none of its incident edges in E* belongs to S* but at 
least one of its incident edges in E’ belongs to S. Thus, 0 I r; - rz I 
max{dkjIekjEE;nS}. Since IV,/ <: 21SI, we have 
Cr; - Irk* < Cmax{dkjIekjEE;nS} I2d. (W 
Since for each point in Vz or V, , at least one of its incident edges in E * belongs to 
S*, we have 
Err + crj* 2 2d*. (W 
It is clear that G(R,(N)) and G(RL(N)) contain an MST*(N) and an MST(N) 
respectively and therefore rc(R,(N)) I rc(RL(N)). Let 
rc(RZ(N)) = CrZ + Crl” + Crj* + Crk* 
and 
rc(R:(N)) = C rh + 1 r; + C ri + 1 r;. 
Then rc(R,(N)) - rc(RZ(N)) I rc(RL(N)) - rc(R,*(N)) = c(rk - r-t) + x(ri - r:) 
+ c(rj - r-7) + x(rh - rjf). F rom equations (B2)-(BS), we have 
rc(R,(N)) - rc(R,*(N)) I 2d. (B7) 
Moreover, the bound of rc(R,(N))/rc(R,*(N)) can be computed as follows. 
rc(R,(N)) < rc(R:(N)) = Crk + 16 + Cri + Crk 
rc(R,*(N)) - rc(RZ(N)) 1 rrZ + cri* + crj* + Irk* 
51+ 
2d 
-=C 2.
xrz+2d*- 
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To see that the bound is approachable, consider the set N of 4n + 1 points in Fig. 8. 
The optimal solution of G(R,*(N)) will contain all the edges in Fig. 8 except the edges 
with cost 1 - 2s, for using a total radii-cost of 2n + n& - 2s. The approximate solution 
G(R,(N)) (an MST*(N)) will contain all the edges in Fig. 8 except the edges with 
cost 1, for using a total radii-cost of 4n - 2 - 6ns + 4s. Thus, rc(R,(N))/rc(R,*(N)) 
can be arbitrarily close to 2. 0 
4. Experimental results 
For evaluating the effectiveness of the approximation algorithm, experimental 
testing was implemented. Cases with different number of points in the plane were 
tested. For each number of points, 30 different instances were generated. The coordin- 
ates of points are generated by a random number generator. For point pi, its 
coordinates are (Xi, Yi); where Xi and Yi are integers such that 0 I Xi < 200, 
0 I Yi I 200. The experimental results are given in Table 2. Each entry in the first 
column indicates the average ratio of rc(R,(N)) over rc(Rf(N)). Each entry in the second 
column indicates how often that the approximation algorithm finds an optimal solution. 
The experimental results show that in the average case the approximate solution is 
close to the optimal solution. We also note that the average ratio has a monotonous 
behavior. This may be caused by the phenomenon that the more points were 
generated randomly in the plane, the distribution is more uniform. Therefore, the 
length of the edges in the found MST* (N) is more uniform and hence the approxima- 
tion solution is more close to the optimal solution. 
Fig. 8. 
Table 2 
Experimental results of proposed approximation algorithm 
Number of points n rcUUN))lrc(WN)) Count 
5 1.20 20 
10 1.16 22 
15 1.13 22 
20 1.12 23 
25 1.10 25 
30 1.08 28 
35 1.07 28 
Circle connecting problems 31 
5. Concluding remarks 
We have introduced two circle connecting problems and proved that both the 
problems are NP-hard. An O(n log n) time divide-and-conquer approximation algo- 
rithm is also proposed. The approximation algorithm produces a solution that is at 
most twice as large as an optimal one. Experimental results show that in the average 
case, the approximate solution is close to the optimal solution. 
It is interesting that the number of geometric problems that are known to be 
NP-hard, is still surprisingly small. Further research on this subject includes inves- 
tigating the related circle k-connecting problem and constrained circle k-connecting 
problem which are similar to the CCP and CCCP except that the G(R:(N)) must be k- 
connected; where 2 I k -C n. It is clear that for k = n, the graph G(R$(N)) will be fully 
connected and the problems can be solved trivially. Another interesting open question 
is to determine whether there exists a maximal number m < n such that when k I m, 
the circle k-connecting problems are NP-hard. 
In this paper, the problem is defined to be the minimization of the sum of the radii 
instead of the sum of the squares of the radii. An interesting open question is: Does the 
problem still be NP-hard for the latter case? This new problem can be used to model 
the problem of connecting a multihop radio network [S, 11,143 by using a minimal 
amount of transmission power. In a radio network, the transmission power required 
to maintain a constant level of energy at the receiver varies quadratically with the 
distance. That is, the problem is to determine a “power level” for each radio unit, such 
that all the radio units are connected and the sum of the power levels is minimized. 
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